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FERRIS

N thumbing through past issues of "Harvard Mountaineering,"
we are surprised to note the brave but pessimistic attitude with =
which people have viewed the future. Perhaps this attitude was
justified; however, we like to think that mountaineering, is bigger
than wa; or any other catastrophe. Climbing is a thing of the soul,
and as long as there are men who have souls, the quest and ascent
of high places will continue.
To return to the world of fact, we must admit that there have
been dark days during the past few years, and not a few serious
setbacks. We lost six members during the war, but thanks to them
and to the many others who made great sacrifices, we are now able
to carryon with renewed strength. In the late 30's and early 40's,
the number of H'arvard Mountaineering Club trips was annually
increasing, but during the war years the club inevitably became
dormant,-not extinct. The 1945 issue of "Harvard Mountaineering" bears out this fact. Much hard work and the clearing house
facilities of Bill Latady, Roger Clapp and Henry Hall did a lot to
carryon the traditional functions of the Club, and to make it possible for the large number of members in the armed forces and in
related activities to realize climbing trips during their short leaves
and vacations. To Bill and Henry and Roger, and to the many
others who helped them hold the Club together during those
troubled years, we want to express our sincere gratitude.
Early in 1946, all available members were called together, and
the Club was reorganized so that it might take a new lease on
life. Notable work was done by Bill Latady, Bob Dodson and Bill
Putnam, all of whom gave generously of their time and money.
Since then, the Club has nearly attained its largest undergraduate
size in history. We have reorganized completely, establishing
new committees so that more men can participate in the active
running of the Club, establishing a Life Membership, which will
eventually create an endowment, and regaining contact with all
graduate members. On the physical side, we have now enlarged
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the Cabin so that it can hold quite comfortably half again as many
people as before, and through gifts and purchases, the Club has
acquired more climbing equipment than it has ever had.
During the recent unpleasantness, we were in every corner of the
globe, and, although not always in the capacity of mountaineers,
we managed to find a few hills to climb. Many members were in
the 10th Mountain Division or other units interested in mountaineering and allied subjects. After the cessation of hostilites, some
members found time to get around in the hills while still in uniform.
Upon ret~rn to civilian life, others made several more spectacular
ascents.
All in all, we feel that the Club has lived up to the best traditions
of mountaineering. .That we shall continue to be a strong, competent organization is the fond hope of, all of us, and to that end
we dedicate this Journal.
THE OFFICERS.

Mount St. Elias
BENJAMIN

G.

FERRIS

T what might be termed the pivot-point of Alaska, rises a
mountain which for centuries has awakened man's interest.
Long before it was seen by white man the mountain was known
as Yahste-tah-shah and it was the home of the spirits of the local
Thlingit Indians. It was their guide on land and sea. This moun..
tain, lying on the 161st meridian in Southeastern Alaska, is Mount
St. Elias. Vitus Bering was the first white man to record seeing it.
He saw the mountain from the sea on July 16, 1741 and again on
July 20. Since both of these days happened to be during the feast
of St. Elias in the Greek Orthodox Church the mountain was named
after that saint.
In the ensuing years of the Russian occupation of Alaska, Mount
St. Elias received only minor attention. It was triangulated at
various distances and by different explorers with widely divergent
results. The rumor was also started that it was volcanic. Seven
years after the purchase of Alaska by the United States, a survey
party was sent to the area. This party calculated a height of 19,600
feet for Mount St. Elias, correctly ascertained the nature of the
Malaspina Glacier, and layed to rest the "volcanic" story.
Mount St. Elias received even greater attention as a result of the
belief that it was the highest mountain in North America, and it
was claimed by both the United States and Canada. This controversy stimulated early mountaineers. The first attempt to scale the
mountain was made in 1886 by a New Yark Times expedition
headed by Frederick Schwatka. Mr. Seton:..Karr of this expedition
reached an estimated elevation of 7200 feet on one of the ridges west
of the Tyndall Glacier south of the mountain. The next attempt}
also from the south, was made in 1888 by an English party headed
by H. W. Topham. This party followed essentially the same
route used by the 1946 Harvard Mountaineering Club Expedition,
but the earlier party had to land through the swells of the Pacific
Ocean, as Icy Bay was non-existent at that time. With a final
camp at approximately 4500 feet they ascended to the cirque, and

A
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climbed onto the upper rim. Bad snow conditions prevailed, and
when they reached the western slopes of H:aydel\ Peak and looked
at the steep slopes beyond Hayden Col, they realized that the climb
was beyond their present facilities and retreated.

....
I

In 1890 and 1891, an American group under the auspices of the
United States Geological Survey and the National Geographic
Society sent an expedition to explore the surrounding glaciers and
if possible ascend Mount St. Elias. This party, led by I. C. Russell,
piloted out the rotite on the north side of the mountain, by which
the Duke of the Abruzzi was finally successful in 1897. All0ther
American party made the attempt in 1897, but was forced to retreat
because of illness. The last serious attempt to climb the mountain
prior to the Harvard Mountaineering Club Expedition in 1946 was
that of the International Boundary Commission in 1913. They
attempted to climb by the great northwest shoulder, which was
successfully climbed, but bad weather and local difficulties forced a
retreat at ah altitude of 16,500 feet.
During the war three former presidents of the HMC, Maynard
M. Miller, William L. Putnam, and Andrew J. Kauffman planned
another attempt on the mountain by way of the route originally
pioneered. Final preparation of the plans was accomplished in the
spring of 1946 when these members had been discharged from the
services, and in addition to the three presidents, the party finally
consisted of Mrs. Elizabeth Kauffman, William R. Latady, "Dee"
and Cornelius Molenaar, and myself.
The Quartermaster Corps was approached to obtain various items
of equipment for testing purposes. The Air Force agreed to treat
the climb as a tactical mission, and the 10th Rescue Squadron of
Elemendorf Field, Alaska was given the mission of air supply. The
Air Forces also planned to drop certain items of equipment for
testing purposes. The Harvard Fatigue Laboratory obtained Army
Rations for test purposes and delegated a member of the expedition
to supervise the "20-inch step-test". to measure acclimatization.
With these tasks of scientific investigation planned, the party
assembled in Yakutat, Alaska, on June 13, and began to organize
the equipment. This involved deciding what was to be taken to the
base camp in Icy Bay and what was to be packaged for dropping
at the different proposed air-drop .sites. With these matters com-
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pleted, the small "Grace N." was loaded with the supplies for the
base camp and the party sailed from Yakutat on the evening of
June 16. A 60-mile voyage lay ahead with a large portion of it on
the Pacific Oc~an, exposed to a rugged south-east gale which
caused a heavy following sea. The majority of the party was most
unhappy and we all decided mountaineering was preferrable to
sailing. We arriv~d in Icy Bay the following m 0rning and were
met with a grim sight. The wind howled uninvitingly, carrying
intermittent sheets of rain. The front of the Tyndall Glacier was
barely visible 6 miles away, and the ceiling lay at about 1000 feet.
4

We landed on the north side of the mouth of a glacier stream
and congratulated ourselves that we would have no further streams
to cross. The supplies were landed and we waved farewell to Toni
Novatne, skipper· of the "Grace N.", and turned to the task of
moving camp to a point above the highest high water mark. A
reconnaissance party returned with the disheartening news that
another raging glacier torrent lay in our way.

THE FIRST "COLOSSAL ENTERPRISE"
Tyrolean traverse across "Colossal Creek"

Despite this discouraging news, we spent a dreamless night after
the tossing of the previous one. The next morning, loads were
relayed to the stream bank, and another reconnaissance party of
Putnam and Dee Molenaar forded an upper portion of the stream
where it braided, but they had ~xtreme difficulty effecting a passage
across a large braid where the water was hip to waist deep. They
finally appeared on the opposite bank and a rope was thrown
across the stream and a. Tyrolean Traverse constructed. The posts
on either side of the stream were 100 feet apart and were the old
stumps of an interglacial forest estimated to be 4000 years old. The
weather was still inclement, and it was not until June 19 that all
the loads were deposited safely across the stream. Then we tied
ourselves into a rope and individually followed the bundles across
the traverse. The last man, Bill Latady, naturally could not utilize
this method as the ropes were an integral part of our future
plans so he ingenuiously fashioned an aquaplane out of the two
sled toboggans and aquaplaned across the to~rent without mishap-.

Photo, M. M. Miller

Base Camp was then established a short distance away on a
bluff above the river. We were awakened the following morning
by Andy extolling the view with a loud bellow. The transformation
was complete, gone were the howling winds and rain. The sun
[ 10 ]

TYNDALL GLACIER TRAVEL

Photo, M. M. Miller

shone and light fluffy clouds drifted idly by. They epitomized our
feelings. A reconnaissance the previous afternoon by the Kauffmans indicated that we should follow the beach to the terminal
moraine of the Tyndal Glacier and establish Camp 4 beyond it at
the western end of the Chaix Hills.
Lazily we shouldered our loads and started up the beach.
About two miles from camp, Betty said, "Look, isn't that a bear
~head." She was promptly kidded until we realized that she was
right. We had heard that this was a famous bear area, and had
come equipped to protect ourselves. Since this bear was due to
meet us, we felt we should have a reception prepared. Putnam
deployed the troops and took matters in hand. The bear was
dispatched and the excuse ~o skin him gave us a chance to call a
halt. Portions of the flesh were roasted over a fire and we pretended to enjoy the fishy flavor. This respite was sorely paid for
as we had to complete the relay in" the excessive heat of the noon
and afternoon.
The following three days were utilized to consolidate camp 4
which was located among some small ponds which offered bathing
facilities for the more hardy members, and became known as Palm
Beach. On June 23, an advance party set out to establish Latady
and Miller at the proposed camp 5 on the medial moraine of the
Tyndall Glacier. From this spot they reconnoitred to the base of
the mountain while the rest of us relayed supplies to camp 5. We
were to meet two days later and continue on to the mountain base.
At the meeting following the reconnaissance, we realized that
our meeting date with the airplane was the following day, so the
Molenaars and Putnam were converted into a fast freight and went
directly from camp 5 to 7, the mountain base camp. The r~st of
us hoped to reach camp 7 from camp 6 the following day in time
for the aerial drop, but in our enthusiasm to move camp 5 to the
slightly more secure camp 6, we were too tired and overslept the
next day. As a result we had a long range view of the process, and
dragged into camp in the mid-afternoon.
Camp 7 was a wonderful contrast. Since landing in Icy Bay we
had seen practically no greenery, only ice and snow or the uncomforting boulders and rocks of the glacial outwash. Thus there
was joy at camp 7, where a carpet of heather mingled with blooming
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l~pen, buttercu.ps, ~rewee~, .al:d other unidentified flowers.

Song
bIrds were nest111g 111 the VIC111lty, and ptarmigan were available for
the pot if your aim with a rock was good. Marmots whistled
encouragement. At this point we decided HMC stood for the "to
Hell with Mountaineering Club." Our glorious weather continued
and we revelled.
However there were still loads to be relayed up from camp 6
and a reconnaissance of the rock ridge above camp. While Putnam
and Kauffman went ahead to examine our future route, the rest of
us brought up the final loads and our mountain base camp was
complete. The Air Corps had dropped nearly a ton of supplies to
us so we were well established.
. Our peace was disturbed by Putnam's and Kauffman's descriptIOn of what lay ahead. In simple terms the mountain was rotten!
On June 30, another fast. freight was sent out consisting of Putnam,
Latady and Miller. They were to establish camp 9 at 10,500 feet
and be on hand for the second plane drop scheduled for July 2.
The rottenness of the ridge was clearly qemonstrated by our being
able to follow their progress by the smoke cloud kicked up from the
and
falling rocks. They reached 7,700 feet late that eveninO"
b
established an intermediate camp, camp 8. The following day
the rest of us relayed loads up to camp 8 and then returned to camp
7 to await the plane drop at cap1p 9. But our good weather was at
'an end and we were in for a seven day stretch of bad weather. The
advance party was in cramped quarters, being three in a two man
mountain tent. They made one relay down to camp 8 for additional
food, and in their haste to complete the round trip at night, to profit
from the frozen surface, took the bag containing chocolate in various forms. The Molenaars climbed up to camp 8 with additional
supplies on July 3 and they found a note from the advance party
saying they had come down for a load and all was well.
At the mountain base camp, camp 7, we merely sat in the dampness and whiled away the time until July 5, when a partial clearing
permitted us to· climb some of the neighboring hills. The plane
came in daily and we could hear it flying about far above us. The
upper party said it was most exasperating as they seemed to be
almost at the limit of the clouds. They could occasionally see blue
sky but they never saw the plane.
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At last on July 6 we had another perfect day and the plane
came in at camp 9 and made perfect drops. All the packages landed
within the 100 yard square stamped out by the upper party. We of
the lower party packed up and climbed to the 7700 foot camp, camp
8, amidst a shower of falling rocks from the rotten ridge. About
midnight as we were enjoying our sleep, a tornado, in the form of
the upper party, descended upon" us and sleep ended. This disturbance was mitigated by mail which had been dropped from the
plane. The upper party emhasized the need for night climbing so we
had to bestir ourselves and take off for the next camp, which we
reached in the mid-morning. Our route from camp 8 to 9 lay
along the southern aspect of the cirque which is a prominent feature
of the southern side of the mountain, and then up a moderately
steep scree and snow slope onto the upper rim of the cirque
through a small cornice. We followed the undulations of the upper
rim around to the north edge where the upper party had chosen an
excellent camp-site. Due east, Hayden Peak rose 1500 feet above us,
and to the north we looked directly at the southern face sweeping
12,000 feet from the summit to the valley floor that lay between.
We were glad to have this valley between us and the southern face
as this face was continually swept by avalanches. The smoke
produced by some of these avalanches clearly demonstrated how,
with the cirque, the rumor of volcanic activity started.
The day after we of the lower party became the upper party,
Kay Molenaar and I returned to camp 8 to bring up the final loads,
while Andy and Dee Molenaar reconnoitred the steep snow and
ice sloops above Hayden Col. As Kay and I returned we saw the
orange banner placed a third of the way up the slope above the
rocks. We were amazed. When the two returned they brought
encouraging news. The ice slope was covered with snow securely
frozen to the underlying ice and they had been able to walk up the
slope in crampons. A few steps had been cut lower down in the
couloirs among the rocks. On the next day we all took moderate
loads, and leaving the camp at midnight, headed for Hayden Col,
traversing the north slopes of Hayden Peak. The route from the
col led along a snow ridge and two sizeable schrunds had to be
crossed, after which the ridge was again followed until it ran into
the ice slope where it became prohibitively steep. The route then
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swung to the right and cut through ice couloirs and over narrow
rocky ribs to a granite cleaver which was climbed directly. On the
top of this we were on the snow and ice slope, and were able to
walk with crampons. We climbed steadily and made good progress
until we neared the rocks at the top of the slope, below the last
pitch. Here Kay and I, who were leading, veered too far to the
right and ran into much ice which necessitated extensive stepcutting. We corrected this by turning to the left where we ran
into knee-deep snow which felt most insecure. We cut back above
the rocks for about 200 feet and then headed directly up over shaky
windslab. It was with considerable relief that we saw the slope
taper off and knew we were nearing the proposed camp-site at
13,500 feet. Just as we reached the site, we saw the other party climb
up to the rim of the cirque through the cornice. As it was 8 A.M.
when we arrived, we hastily cached the supplies and returned to
climb down to camp 9. A fixed rope was installed at the top of
the rocks for 400 feet and was placed considerably to the left· of
where we had climbed up. Our return to camp was made miserable
by the morning heat and softening snow. We arrived in camp at
noon to find the others enjoying their sleeping bags.
The next day was declared a holiday for acclimatization and
doing the step-test, and the following day we set out after lunch to
climb Hayden Peak. This proved to be an interesting 2 hour climb
with considerable meandering among the schrunds which seamed
the slope, and one really exciting crevasse whose bridge was also
crevassed at right angles to the underlying crevasse. The summit
was surmounted with a tremendous cornice that we took turns
standing on with a secure belay, (see frontispiece).
Since we had signalled the plane to hold up the next drop for
one week, the day after we climbed Hayden Peak was also a holiday
for further acclimatization. The plane checked in and dropped
some mail, and we reaffirmed our appointment. The main party
left camp 9 at 1 A.M. on July 13. Putnam and I remained behind to
give the radios another try. When we awoke at 8 A.M., we saw the
climbing party was only at the rocks, and realized changes must
have occurred in the slope to account for their apparent slowness.
When we arrived the following day, we learned that much melting
had occurred as a result of the past three perfect days, and many
[ 16 ]

additional steps had to be cut. They added to the fixed rope so it
was more than 600 feet long. Further news awaited us in the
form of an apple pie for the two of us. F our had been added to
our larder with the message, "Pies like mother used to bake, compliments of the old baker in Yakutat, sawdust, compliments of the
Yakutat carpenter shop." They were indeed a welcome change.
However this was offset by learning that our only loss in all the
drops occurred here. Two boxes of food or 32 man days of food
struck the edge of the drop area where there was an ice cliff,
shattered, and disappeared a few thousand feet down to the glacier.
The day after the plane drop, Putnam and I climbed to the 13,500
foot camp 10, and that afternoon the plane buzzed us on its way
back. to Elmendorf Field. The main party left for the next camp
at 15,500 feet, camp 11, while Putnam and I remained behind to rest
and acclimatize. The advance party ran into deep powder which
made work exhausting. At camp 10 we resumed our day-time
schedule, as melting was minimal. We were able to collect water
even at this elevation by using a melt tarp.
The advance party finally reached the camp-site about 9 P.M.
'and experienced bitter cold while establishing camp. The next
morning, July 15, as they roped up to reconnoitre the route to the
summit, Andy stepped into a crevasse almost before the last man
had tied into the rope. They then decided it was really too miserable
for climbing and decreed a day of rest. Putnam and I brought up
the rear that afternoon, being enveloped constantly in clouds and
driving snow. The main party had willow-wanded the trail
thoroughly, for which we were grateful.
The day after Putnam's and my arrival, one month after leaving
Yakutat, July 16, the morning dawned clear and cold, but with a
solid cloud level at 10,000 feet and a few higher clouds about us.
Roping up into two ropes we set out for the snow and rock arete
about a mile from camp. W egained this arete by climbing a snow
couloir on the southern aspect of the ridge. The rock on the arete
was just as rotten as that below. This gave rise to the querry as to
how a mountain so high could be so rotten. The route up this
arete consisted largely of inworking around and then up one
tremendous step after the other and often involved direct climbing of
rotten rock. Intermingled with this were traverses of snow and ice
couloirs and direct climbing of the couloirs. This continued until
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about 500 feet below the summit where tremendous and fantastic
frost feather bosses were encountered. The first rope, consisting of
the Molenaars and Miller, led up these bosses beautifully. After
climbing what seemed forever over the frost feathers, a cry above
was heard' which cheered us on, "Give me five feet of slack and I
am on the top." Shortly thereafter we joined the first rope and all
ioined hands to step on the exact highest point together at 6 P.M.
The view that lay before us unfortunately was only mountain tops,
as a cloud level at 11,000 feet effectively hid the lower slopes from
view. The imposing massif of Logan rose sprawlingly across the
Columbia and Seward Glaciers, farther to the north rose Mounts
Bona, Lucania, Steele, and numerous unidentified peaks. Far to
the' east, the summit of Fairweather was barely discernible. We
remained on the summit a brief hour and a half and then turned
back. Our descent was speeded by roping off down an ice couloir
for 400 feet and walking' on the hard snow surface on the northeastern side of our ridge of ascent. We returned to camp just as
the last touch of sunlight disappeared around the great northwest
shoulder and climbed into our sleeping bags too tired to eat.
The next day we descended to camp 10 where the plane located
us that afternoon and we joyfully stamped out in the snow, "Top
16. Boat 8/4." On July 18 we vacated camp 10, having to climb
down the steep snow and' ice slope through a whistling cloud layer
that had now risen to 13,000 feet. We reached camp 9 through a
blizzard and were not unwillingly restricted for two days by the
storm. Here we were all diagnosed as suffering from a disease
cure able only with Putnam's "CC1 4 " which turned out to be some
liberated Italian firewater. Needless to say the medicine did the
trick and we quickly recovered!
The remainder of the descent to the base camp on the glacier
outwash was uneventful except for the marked changes that had
occurred in the Tyndall Glacier. - The crevasses had widened
noticeably, and much of the snow cover had melted. Here another
colossal enterprise was undertaken in the construction of the "OmahaWeston Highway," a series of three fantastic routes through the
maze of which ran "the spiral staircase" and "the knife bridge."
We reached the base camp July 31, amid the usual dismal welcoming rains and wind. Once more the silver and gold C-47
roared over our heads, almost blowing over the tents by the
[ 18 ]

THE SUMMIT OF MT. ST. ELIAS
Showing the snow-field above camp 10

Photo, D. Molenaar

prop wash. We sat out our time until August 2, when we noticed a
boat at the spot where we had landed seven weeks before. After
much fire-building and shooting, we attracted their attention.
Fortunately the wind was in our favor and had blown the floe ice
across the bay so that Toni could bring his new boat in beyond the
second river where we were camped. We promptly climbed aboard
with the baggage. A strong south-easter forced us to spend an
extra day in Icy Bay, but this delay was well repaid. When we
finally left Icy Bay on August 4, we had an exhilarating view of our
mountain and all its lesser satellites.
We arrived in Yakutat late that day to learn that we had climbed
the mountain on St. Elias' day in the Greek Orthodoxy and the
same date on which Vitus Bering had first sighted the mountain.
That night, after a bountiful meal from the Libby, McNeil &
Libby Cannery people, the members of the 10th Rescue Squadron
flew us to Elmendorf Field where we discussed the plane drops.
They returned us to Yakutat a couple of days later and the party
broke up to make their respective ways back to the States.
MEMBERS OF THE ST. ELIAS EXPEDITION
(left to right) hack row ::\Jiller, Latacly. Fenis, Putnam.
front row: D. 1\lolenaar, E. Kauffman, A. J. Kauffman C. Molenaar.

AERIAL DROP NEAR CA:\IP 9

Photo, M. Miller
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Alaskan Glacier Stu.dies-1946
by

MA YN ARD M. MILLER

AST spring when William O. Field, Jr. of the American
Geographical Society first heard of my plans to go back to
Alaska with the St. Elias Expedition, he suggested that if time
and circumstances should permit, I should make an effort to continue some of the glacier studies we had pursued together in southeastern Alaska in 1941. With a grant from the American Geographical Society, one from the American Alpine Club Research
Fund, and a guarantee of material aid from the U. S. Forest Service,
William Latady and I made preparations to spend a month and a
half in the field during August and September. Our itinerary was
a tight one, and as I reflect on the matter now, I am amazed that
we actually accomplished all we had planned.
Commencing at Icy Bay, where we· came out from the St. Elias
Range early in August, we started a survey which was to end at
the Stikine River in mid-September. During, the interim, over
l500 miles of rugged coast was covered by boat, by foot, and by
air; the results being observations on over 80 glaciers, including
transit surveys on eleven ice fronts, ground photographic surveys
on 32 and aerial photographs taken of at least 70 of those seen. A
number of new survey stations were setup this year as well, all of
which should be useful in later comparative investigations which we
hope to continue at five-year intervals.
In Icy Bay, of course, the glaciers were studied by foot and by
air; our ground notes being the first obtained in about 50 years.
Those in upper Yakutat Bay, including Disenchantment Bay, Nunatak Fiord and Russell Fiord, were studied by using a 50 foot Libby,
McNeil & Libby fishing boat, generously loaned to us for a week
by Mr. Sorensen, the superintendent of the cannery in Yakutat.
On August 14th we flew south to Juneau, taking some aerial shots
en route of the glaciers on the west side of the Fairweather Range.
Covering the ice in Glacier Bay by plane took another week of
intense effort, after which we accomplished four days of transit work
on the Taku River glaciers east of Juneau. This same district,- in-
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cluding the Juneau ice cap and the interesting glaciers around
Devil's Paw on the upper Taku, was photographed carefully from
the air. Before going any farther south, I squeezed into a tiny
Piper Cub and made a late afternoon flight up into the Chilkat
country west of Haines to make the first aerial photographic record
of the 15 spectacular and beautiful glaciers of the Takhin and Tsirku
River Valleys. This permitted me to view the neve fields feeding
the Muir Glacier system and to see a country veritably "standing
oh end" in its ruggedness, between the Tsirku and Lynn Canalno place to be caught flying again with so little horsepower. Ice
tongues on the mountains rising abruptly from the eastern shore
of Lynn Canal were photographed on the way back to Juneau.
Flying sO:tlth to Petersburg on August 30th, we were successful
in getting aerials of a number of glaciers which we believe had not
been photographed before; we also gained valuable information to
supplement the ground survey which we planned for parts of this
same area. Ten days were then spent from Forest Service boats
studying changes in the glaciers of Thomas Bay, Frederick Sound,
and LeConte Bay. Several flights were made from Petersburg and
Wrangell to fill in gaps in the ground work and particularly to
cover the ice lobes of the lower Stikine River Valley and the plateau
snow fields in the high country around Devil's Thumb and Kate's
Needle. On the 11th of September we chartered a fishing boat to
take us north into the finest fiords of all for a level view of the
picturesque Dawes and Sawyer Glaciers. On the way up the coast
we completed our field work with surveys of the glacial fronts in
Holkham Bay, particularly those at the head of Endicott Arm.
Because we knew our aerial coverage had been good in the sheercliffed Tracy Arm, we were not overly disappointed to find the
flow ice there too dangerous to permit safe penetration. It really
was with a feeling of satisfaction that we returned to Juneau on
the thirteenth, in time to catch a Canadian Pacific steamer southbound for the States.
My plan had been to gain at least a cursory view of what has
been going on in the advance and recession of southeastern Alaskan
glaciers fot the past few decades, with hopes of interpreting some
of the significance of the problem on a regional basis. So little
work has been 40ne on the subject that any compilation and cor[ 23 ]

relation of data like this is of great value, as well as interest. The
relations of these glaciers to each other is definitely of importance,
and resolution of the results that we and other investigators have
obtained may well be a useful index of climatic change over all
of· North America. The details of this work have not been synthesized as yet, but certain obvious facts may be presented now.
There sLill seems to be a general retreat and shrinkage of ice
fronts throughout southeast Alaska, but the anomalous behavior
of some of the larger ice streams is puzzling. The great' Guyot
Glacier in Icy Bay, which has apparently gone back about fifteen
miles since 1888, is continuing its rapid retreat, and is discharging
bergs at a tremendous rate. The Hubbard Glacier, with its four
mile wide front, in Yakutat Bay, one hundred miles to the southeast, seems to be in approximately the same position that it held
in 1909;' thisP1!~p,ns it has been "holding its own," so to speak, for
thitty-s~~~tyears.il}~sp~te of the fact it still calves tons of ice into
the,,'Sea .feveryt:l~y/:':~nother hundred miles down the coast, in
Glacier Bay, the onc~~i}fuagnificent Muir Front has thinned and
wasted away to less than a mile in width and in the last five years
alone has shrunk nearly two miles, or a total of twelve miles lateral
distance since 1903. On the other hand, after traveling another
hundred miles farther southeast, we found the. famous Taku
Glacier" not stagnant, not retreating, but advancing~with its tributary, Hole-in-W all Glacier-exhibiting a most amazing surge since
oUr last visit in 1941. The Hole-in-W all Glacier itself has come
forward and covered all the survey stations we set up five years
ago, advancing between a quarter and a half a mile in this time
and thickening considerably. Since 1880, the Takuhas come for-.
ward no less than three miles, and is at present pushing through
mature forests. Observations on one more major ice stream one'
hundred miles
south of Taku gave us a fifth complication, showing
)
this year a front definitely beginning to recede, after just reaching
its maximum position in many centuries a decade ago. Even now
dead trunks of destroyed trees lie within a few' yards of its snout.
From such startling and seemingly incongruous facts, the overall picture becomes even more complex but' no less fascinating. In
addition, the location of portions of two newly exposed inter-glacial
forests; the discovery of six new glaciers showing interesting banding
structure, at least three of which we believe to be Forbes Banding,.
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(the first reported in Alaska); gaining new data on vertical shrinkage; calving of tide water fronts and shear and pressure phenomena; as well as photographing many unreported ice masses, all
helped to make the scope and interest of the summer's field work
delightful far above and beyond the usual pleasures derived in such
adventurous travel and from. such unparalleled scenery. Here,
surely, is an ideal way in which to combine mountaineering, exploration, and science.

Aleutian MOllntaineering
KENNETH A. HENDERSON and WILLIAM L. PUTNAM
During the war, two of our members were fortunate or unfortunate enough to have an opportunity to investigate and to make
several ascents in the mountains of the Aleutian Islands. The
following accounts, the first by Ken Henderson and the second
by Bill Putnam, concern this strange sea-girt mountain range of
which little was. previously known.

T

PRESSURE BENDING ON LE CONTE GLACIER
Photo, M. M. Miller
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HE Aleutian Islands run in a great crescent westward twelve
hundred miles from the end of the Alaskan peninsula, with the
bow to the south. This long chain of islands is of volcanic origin,
hence all its highest peaks are now or were once volcanoes. The
peaks average between 4,000 to 5,000 feet, although some rise
higher. The highest is Shishaldin (9,378 ft.), on U nimakIsland
at the eastern end of the chain. Many of the lesser peaks provide
sounder rock and more interesting climbing than the volcanoes,
although the latter, with their beautifully symmetrical shape and
steaming craters, provide the ·most outstanding scenic char,.u.
Earthquakes are common, but seldom destructive to property. Most
of the islands are fairly stable, but Bogoslov, the famous "jack-inthe-box" island, has appeared, disappeared, and reappeared several
times during recorded history.
During a brief stay at Dutch Harbor in the winter of 1942-43,
I was able to do practically no climbing, although I took several
walks into the hills of Unalaska Island. On dear days, Makushin
could be seen steaming away some twelve miles northwest of the
town. It was climbed once by a small group of Army men in
search of a bit of adventure.
Later, when I moved to Adak in January 1943, I missed the
smoking volcanoes, although on a clear day, a rare occurence in
winter, the steaming cones of Great Sitkin, Kanaga and even
Tanaga might occasionally be seen if the right vantage point were
chosen. It was the first of April before I had a chance to climb,
for all the mountains were at some distance from our headquarters.
I finally ascended Adagdak, the wreck of an old volcano, some
2072 feet high. Situated on the northeast corner of the island, it
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commanded a beautiful view to the east, toward the smoking truncated cone of Great Sitkin. To the west lay the great snowy mass
of Mt. Moffett (3,900 Ft.), the highest peak on the island, and,
like Adak, the remnant of an old volcano. Later I climbed Mt.
Moffett several times, both in summer and winter, and was once
caught alone on the summit in a January williwaw.
The peaks to the south of the center of the island, although less
high, around 1800 feet, were cl.oser to the settlements, hence more
often visited. Some of these offered interesting scrambles, while
others were an easy walk. In the winter, however, even the easiest
presented problems, as the hills were usually sheathed in ice, and
even the snow was crusted by the wind and frequently ice-coated.
The approach to the climb was often easier in winter, as the snow
would mat down and cover over the grass, fill in the gullies, and
make better travelling on the level and easly slopes.
Early in February, 1944, business took me to Great Sitkin
Island. The weather was ,beautiful and I tried to interest Dr.
Rankin, with whom I had climbed before, to attempt the moun-'
tain with me. It hap been climbed once the previous summer by
a route up the Great Fox Valley from the settlement, but this
route did not seem advisable in the winter, for the upper slopes
were very steep and avalanche danger was imminent. As the
doctor was unable to go, I decided to make a try alone. It took
me some time to locate a compass, which I felt was imperative
on this island, so I did not start up the ridge until nearly 11 A.M.
It was between five and six hundred feet to the crest of the ridge, and
here a storm burst out of a cloudless sky. A short distance further
on I spied a hut looming through the snow, and sought shelter
in it. This turned out to be the quarters of two officers commandingan anti-aircraft battery, and I spent a pleasant half hour inside,
while the storm raged without. After lunch they ordered out the
tractor and sent me up the ridge riding the bowsprit of a D-4
"cat." This was a novel form of mountaineering to me, but it
seemed far pleasanter than trudging up a broad, flat ridge on foot.
Some two miles were covered in this way, but finally, at the last
steep slope, it became necessary to say goodbye to the "cat" and
to the obliging sailor who drove it. Another climb, of some five
hundred feet, brought me to the crest of the long south ridge of the
mountain, which, at this point, divided the island in two.
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For the first time it became possible to obtain extensive views
to the east. The chain of snow-covered, mountainous islands
stretched away to the eastward like ivory teeth in a sapphire sea.
Far in the distance could be seen Atka, about fifty miles away at
its nearest point, while to the northeast rose the truncated cone of
Kasatochi. It was now well into the afternoon, and the summit
was obviously unattainable, still. some 3,500 feet above me. I
determined to reconnoitre the route, however, and continued up
the ridge. It rose gradually by a series of steps. The snow seemed
quite hard packed by the wind and provided a firm foundation
to walk upon, yet if one stood in the same spot and trod upon it,
a hole was soon worn. Even if the hole were worn down a foot
or more, the snow retained its firmness and did. not become powdery. Although the wind howled and roared, it was fairly calm
on the ridge. Powder rose in clouds from the slope of the ridge
and blew over it, well over my head. The sun shining through
these clouds of ice and snow spicules formed irridescent rainbows
adding to the eeriness of the effect.
At last I stood upon the highest point of this portion of the
ridge, nearly 3,000 feet. From here northward the ridge dropped
down several hundred feet before merging into the main slope 9f
the mountain and rising to the summit another 2,700 feet or so
above. It was nearly f~ur o'clock, and to go on meant to be
benighted, with the ever present danger of a change in weather.
There was no possibility of reaching the summit and returning
that afternoon, but the route was definitely possible. Great clouds
of steam from the crater were blowing over the summit and across
the slope ahead of me, obscuring the upper sections.
The return was merely a matter of retracing my steps. I pften
looked back, wishing I had made an earlier start. As I trudged
down the long, nearly flat ridge up which I had risen on the "cat",
the sun dropped down behind Adak to the west, silhouetting its
cold, grey mountains and glittering in a golden path across the
cold grey-blue sea.
The next morning, as I took the ferry back to Adak, the smoke
rose straight and white from the crater of Sitkin until the dawn
came to illume the snow and smoke with a rosy glow.

*

*

*

*

*

My business in the land of the blue foxes was with 87th Moun[ 30 ]

tain Infantry Regiment, which was sent up to spearhead the Allied
attack on Kiska. However, when the Japs heard what the 87th
had done to Monterey and other nearby towns while in training
for this operation, they made haste to get out before we arrived.
There was little opposition to our landing, and soon we were well
situated-that is, as well situated as one can be while living off
"K" and "C" rations in the continual rain and fog without tents.
While in the States, I had become very friendly with Carl Fiebelkorn, of Monrovia, California, who was a mountaineer after my
own heart.
One Sunday morning during the late summer or fall of 1943,
Carl and I took a day off, and headed in the direction of the Kiska
Volcano. Our bivouac area at that time was about twelve miles
from the base of the mountain, and as a result, we had plenty of
rough walking to do before we reached t.he start of our climb.
Tundra is a very interesting substance. It consists of moss
and grass so grown together that the whole has a thickness ranging
from a few inches to several feet. Although it is nice to sleep on,
its extreme sponginess makes walking very tiring. Knowing this
from much past experience:, Carl and I picked our rot:J.te with great
care so that we would have to walk on as little tundra as possible.
At noon, after travelling for three hours, we found ourselves at
the Kiska Lakes, with four miles to go before we reached the base
of the mountain. Here our troubles began. We had spotted a
fairly recent" lava flow from a ridge, and knew that the fresh tundra
would be very bad going. Despite the fact that we were prepared
for the worst, it was still very discouraging. We had to plow
through the moss and grass, often knee-deep, which sometimes
partially concealed great holes through the surface of the lava flow,
and sometimes left enough showing so that we knew what would
happen to us if we fell through. After spending half an hour going
half a mile through new tundra, Carl spotted a lake, which meant
that we had nearly reached the base of the mountain. As was
customary in that area, the weather became worse than usual in
the afternoon. We crossed the little valley, passed the lake, and
commenced climbing the volcano, a true cone, rising 3,996 feet
above the sea. We started from the south side at an altitude of
approximately one hundred feet. At two o'clock we entered the
cloud level and started to buck the strong wind which swept in
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from the west. At this time we estimated we were half way up.
For another hour and a half we toiled through snow, weaving our
way between great blocks of lava and volcanic ash. We hoped to
reach the west peak which is the true summit, but we climbed
straight up, for we knew that if we kept going we would reach one
of the two peaks. We also knew that if we got to a peak it would
be easy to determine which peak it was by tracing the stench from
the crater and by the use of the compass. However, we were lucky,
and managed to weave our way to the summit on the first t.ry.
We stayed just long enough to be sure that we had reached the
top, and then, due to an impending storm, descended.
On our w~y down, we worked more toward ·the east for two
reasons: by so doing, we could keep our backs to the storm; and
we could see more of the island as the cloud level was higher on
the leeward side. On the trip down, we made the discovery that
our ascent was made over a glacier. It was a small, decaderr:, dirty
piece of ice, but it still merited the name of glacier. Soon vVe were
below the level of the storm, and from there had little trouble
returning to our bivouac area.
Our climb' had not been a spectacular one, but we had made a
first ascent of one of the highest mountains in the Aleut:tans.
,i

GREAT SITKIN IN EARLY MORNING FROM THE WEST
Photo, K. A. Henderson
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LINWOOD M. ERSKINE, JR. and M.H. BAKER
HE Battle Range of the Selkirk Mountains lies just south of
Glacier National Park, British Columbia. It runs roughly
north of east from the Incommapleux River, curving slightly northward as it reaches Mts. Beaver and Duncan on the eastern end.
Howard Palmer and many other early climbers tried to reach the
Battle Range and scale the central peak, now called Mount Butters,
but the rough terrain and distance from any good base succeeded
in making all attempts failures.
Having decided to examine this range, map the area roughly,
and make an attempt at the unclimbed peaks, we arrived in Revelstoke, B. C., took a branch railroad to Arrowhead, a steamboat to
Beaton, and on the eleventh of July, 'were finally based at Cambourne, six miles up the Incommapleux River by rough road.
From Cambourne we ascended Pool Creek along a trail freshly
cut by prospectors. Going over the pass from Pool to Boyd Valleys,
we crossed a neve which fell steeply into Boyd Creek. A pass
called Silvertip eastward from Boyd Valley looked good, so we
ascended it, 'found ourselves too far east and so were forced to
retrace our steps, then bushwhack further around the head of Boyd
Valley until we came to a low green pass at the head of Carbonate
King Creek. As there were two ranges visible between what we
assumed to be the Battle Range and the head of our pass, it was
decided that our supply line would be too long, so we returned
to Cambourne. This first trip, which took us ten days to complete, gave us our trail legs and an idea of the country.
We then had a truck drive us to the end of the useable road
(9Yz miles), where a cache was made, then set off on the trail
beside the Incommapleux. The first day took us to a cabin at
Twelve Mile" the second to another cabin at the confluence of
Boyd Creek and the river (18 miles). On the third day we reached
Kellie Creek after a fight through much down timber. At this
point we were camped at 2000 feet on the western end of the Battle
Range. The peaks, all have an elevation of 9500 to 10,750 feet. A
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seven-hour struggle through the brush brought us to the 7500 foot
level and the beginning of the climbing, where we swarmed up
the highest of the western group, called by the prospectors "Battle
Mountain." From its summit we made sketches, photographs, and
compass readings. Due to the precipitous nature of the eastern
face of Battle Mountain (not at all practical with packs) we decided that the only way to reach the central group of peaks in the
range was by ascending Kellie or Battle Creeks.
Having been advised by the prospectors and trappers not to
attempt cutting a way up Kellie Creek, we set out to proceed
further up the river. The trail was obliterated; it took us some
sixteen hours in good weather to reach Battle Creek, where we
camped. The next day we climbed the Battle Range from the
northwest, reaching 7500 feet before a storm became imminent
enough to s~nd us down again. The storm made the trip back to
Boyd Creek rather miserable, yet knowing the way we made the
trip in nine hours.
As we had seen what looked like a good route from Battle
Mountain, we next climbed over the western end of the Kellie-Boyd
Ridge, then progressed along it to the eastward, hoping to cross
to the central group of the Battle Range on a ridge between Kellie
Creek and the Westfall River. We climbed two peaks on the
Kellie-Boyd Ridge, using them as stations for mapping work. It
soon became obvious that the passes on the north side of the ridge
were not good routes with heavy packs, so we regretfully retreated
down the Incommapleux River, with a storm obscuring the last
hoped-for sight of the Battle Range in 1946.
With the exception of the peaks used for mapping stations,
none of which were serious climbs, we did not use our climbing .
equipment. It is our hope that the summer's work will either be
used by us on a future attempt on Mount Butters, or if we are not
so fortunate as to see the Battle Range again, some lucky climber
will be able to use our information to help him to climb whatever
peaks he desires in this Range.

Climbing in the Bugaboos
ROGER

E

tl
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VERY summer, during the last two weeks of July, the Alpine
Club of Canada holds mountaineering camp in some part of
the Canadian Rockies. The 1946 camp was located on Bugaboo
Creek in the Purcell Range of British Columbia, in a region of
spectacular rock spires towering above sloping snow fields and
tumbling glaciers. The beautiful climbing was matched by perfect
weather which continued unbroken from the second day through
the last day of camp.
Like previous camps, this one attracted mountaineers from many
parts of Canada, the United States and England, the attendance
totaling 184. Lowell Chamberlain, Phil Schafer and I represented
the Harvard 110untaineering Club, and, speaking for the three of
us, I cannot praise too highly the quiet competence of the A.C.C.'s
President, Eric Brooks, the resourcefulness and efficiency with
which the camp was planned and managed, and the spirit of cooperation among all present, which made it possible for such a
large group to take full advantage of the mountains and the
weather.
At the main camp site-about 60 tents were erected in several
areas around and between the cook tent and the campfire. Supplies
and campers were carried in by truck from Spillimacheen, B. C.,
over 25 miles of very rough road (par: four-and-a-half hours). In
addition to the base camp, three fly camps were set up to shorten
the climbs of difficult peaks and to provide access to some of the
more distant mountains.
Over the forty-year period during which these annual camps
have been held, the A.C.C. has developed a working procedure for
handling large numbers of climbers. Each day, just before supper,
a committee meets to plan the following day's climbs, which are
led by Club members who have demonstrated their ability as rope
leaders. Notices, one for each climb, are made out and posted on
the bulletin board,r and those who want to go on the scheduled
expeditions sign up on these "climbing sheets." (Those whoJeaxe

a
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camp on hiking trips of their own also fill out climbing sheets.)
During the Bugaboo camp there were about six different climbs
each day, ranging from novice to expert. On two occasions mountaineering schools were conducted, one to teach rock-climbing, the
other to teach ice-climbing.
A few examples will show what the climbs were like. On
Thursday afternoon of the first week a party of about twenty, led
by Brad Gilman, hiked to a fly camp in an adjoining valley, where
we cooked supper, ate, and turned in for the night. The object
of the expedition was a group of five peaks called the Quintets,
two of which were to be climbed. We left camp at 5 :30 A.M. and
headed for the col between Quintets No.2 and No.3. As we
climbed, .strung out along the crusted snow, we were treated to
the sight of peaks on all sides, lit by the early-morning sun, while
the crescent moon waited in the col above us, suspended in the
clear blue sky. When we reached the col, half the party started
up No.3, while the other half scrambled up No.2, where they had
a second breakfast before returning and following the others up
No.3, where all had lunch. The climbing was not difficult, and
roping-up was not necessary except for some rock work on one
of the summits of No.3. The view from the top was magnificent.
After lunch we traversed the multiple summits of No.3 (ropes
were required on some fussy ledges covered with loose rock) to
the col separating it from the next peak, Quintet No.4, and a
mammoth glissade, with a 2500 foot loss of altitude, took. us all
the way down the mountain to within a short bush-whack of the
trail above the fly camp. Tea at fly camp was followed a couple
of hours later by dinner at base camp, and the pleasure of finding
a delicious meal already prepared, at the end of a long day of
climbing, is one of the most attractive features of the A.C.C. camp.
A different sort of expedition was a glacier trip led by .Rex
Gibson on the following Monday. We were awakened at 3 :00
A.M., to get an early start, because an hour's hike through the
woods and a good deal of moraine separated us from the tongue
of Bugaboo Glacier. Once there, we put on crampons and climbed
on the ice until we neared the lower ice-fall. Here we took to
the rock, and Rex led us up a mountain-goat trail well to the right
of the glacier, continuing up snow' slopes to the base of Snowpatch
Spire. (This, the most formidable of all these peaks, appears in
THE SOUTH TOWER OF HOvVSER SPIRE, :B'ROM THE RIDGE ON PIDGEON SPIRE
Photo, R. E. Clapp
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the upper right of the first photograph. Its first ascent required
23 pitons, two for direct support; it was not climbed during our
camp session.) Here we were met by Len Chatwin, who had
spent the night at a fly camp on the rim of the valley. He was
carrying the movie camera and color film on which he was to
record the day's climb. We crossed back onto the glacier and
headed for the upper ice-fall, which lies between Snowpatch Spire
and Pigeon Spire. There we roped up on three ropes and followed
Rex as he cut his way up the first steep ice wall, passed between
guardian seracs, then wound back and forth on narrow ice ridges
between crevasses whose depths of blackness contrasted sharply
with the glowing of the upper layers of ice in the bright sunlight.
Len's camera caught the best of it, and also caught an unrehearsed
slip when one of the party stepped too far out on a snow ledge.
We reached the snow field above the ice-fall at noon, and could see
another party on the summit of Pigeon Spire waving at us. Con;..
tinuingon around Snowpatch, we reached the col connecting it
with Bugaboo Spire, where we ate our lunch and rested before
crossing the col and taking die glissade and the long walk back
to camp.
On 'Tuesday evening, thirteen of us hiked to a fly camp called
the "horse camp" (because it could be reached by the pack train)
and slept there to make possible an early start on the climb to
Pigeon Spire. We started up the glacier, crossed to the goat trail,
and climbed,to the base of Snowpatch, where we met Len Chatwin.
So far, it was just like the previous climb, bilt this time we cut
right across the glacier to Pigeon, which is the peak just to the
left of Snowpatch in the picture. (Pigeon is behind Snowpatch,
which makes it appear lower in the picture; it is really somewhat
higher. All these peaks are about 10,000 feet high.) The r'oute
up Pigeon Spire is a long, highly exposed ridge, but the holds are
good and the rock is firm, the pitches are exciting but not too
dangerous, and all this makes it about as pleasurable a bit of rockclimbing as can be found anywhere. There are three peaks to be
climbed in succession. The route to the first leads up sloping
slabs, interrupted by a thin man's chimney. There is an angular
notch between the first and second peaks, and the first peak thus
provided an excellent camera point for taking movies of the party
ahead, as they climbed the second peale (Our group of fourteen
was split into four ropes, climbing in two parties.) From the
[ 40]
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second peak we climbed to the left down a chimney and continued
along the ridge to the base of the final summit. Here we went
out on the left side of the crest, crossed a delicate ice gully, climbed
a short chimney, made a traverse on a slanting block using a layback hold in the crack at its top, and then scrambled to the summit.
There, as at many previous points on the climb, we were rewarded
by views of breath-taking grandeur.
Next to Snowpatch Spire, Bugaboo Spire is the most difficult
of the rock climbs. Over most of its length, the route is along an
exposed ridge of no great difficulty, but about three-fourths of
the way up is a tremendous gendarme blocking the way, and this
gives the climb its stature. Two parties made the summit during
camp. One, Bob Hind and Rex Gibson, found a new route around
the base of the gendarme to the right, requiring at one point that
the climber hang onto a pair of small stones jammed into a crack
and pull himself l,lp by them. The other party took the standard
route, in which the leader climbs up the corner of the sloping
gendarme with only friction to hold him, until he is high above
his belay. Then he runs quickly across a sloping ledge, which
would not have held him if he had moved too slowly, and finds
an underhold which he has been told is there. On the return
trip both parties rappelled over the gendarme, as is customary.
Climbing is strenuous exercise, and a long climbing day was
generally followed by a "rest day" in camp, with perhaps a visit
to nearby meadows or to Bugaboo Falls, or with just a quiet sun
bath on the riverbank. In the evening there were campfires ably
led and inspired by the gentle wit and handsome manner of the
Honorary President, Mr. Sampson. They were featured by reports
of the day's climbs, stories of former climbs, special shows, etc.,
and the songs that everyone likes to sing.
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Sw~nzy's

North Ridge and over the
Dawson. Range

ANDREW JOHN KAUFFMAN,

2nd.

HE Summer of 1945 was one of almost unprecedented good
weather in British Columbia. When the sun shines, the Selkirk
range offers some of the best mountaineering in Canada; and
during that year the .Selkirks received more than their share of
blue skies. My wife, Betty, and I, as well 'as Lee Sosman, of the
H.M.C., feel fortunate to have had an opportunity to take advantage of these fine days.
We made a number of climbs during this time, some of them
difficult, most easy, yet all deeply enjoyed. The southeast ridge
of Cheops, Tupper, Abbot and Afton, Sir Donald, Eagle and Uto
all fell easily under separate assaults. Each of these climbs is
merely another repetition of an old story, and there is nothing
really' outstanding about our success. So I shall pass over them
and turn my attention to the two climbs we made which denote
new milestones in the history of Selkirk mountaineering.
Ever since he had viewed it from the top of Mount Abbot a year
previously, the North Ridge of Mount Swanzy appeared to offer
fascinating possibilities for any alpinist interested in a .combination
of diffi·cult rock and ice-and-snow. According to Norman Brewster
of Glacier, B. C., who had set his sights on it, no one had ever
attempted to climb it. It was certainly unconquered.
Mount Swanzy (9,600 feet), when viewed from the north,
resembles a sharp pyramid. It is flanked on the west by the massive walls of Mount Bonney. On the east, it is separated from the
Asulkan ridge by the Lily glacier. Because it lay hidden behind
Mount Abbot, Swanzy could not be seen from our camping
grounds: nevertheless,. it loomed high in our thoughts when we
arrived early in August, 1945.
At two o'clock on Sunday morning, August 5, Betty, Norman
Brewster, Maynard Miller, of the H.M.C., and I set out under the
stars to attempt Swanzy's north ridge. We ascended the Asulkan

T
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valley for perhaps three and a half miles, crossed a splashing creek
in the dark, and then started up rough moraine and rock debris
towards Sapphire Col, which we had to cross to reach our mountain. As the sun struck the top of Castor peak, we put on our
crampons, and began to scale the Sapphire glacier working our
way around a steep ice-fall. We had almost reached easy ground
when a slip on a delicate slope dragged, the whole party into a soft
snow-bank, fifty feet below. It was one of those places where a
belay could not be held, and where, because of the flat area beneath,
no belay was needed.
This incident caused us to reconsider our choice of routes, and
we decided, unwisely, to cut. directly through the ice-fall. None
of us was in good shape, none of us had climbed a major peak
for at least a year, we were slow, and, I think, our judgment was
a bit impaired. At any rate, we wasted an hour chopping a route
through the ice-cliff, utterly oblivious of the passing minutes, and
thoroughly enjoying ourselves.
At eight o'clock, two hours behind schedule, we reached Sapphire Col. The spot greatly contrasted with its foggy, uninviting
character when Betty and I had come down from Castor and
Pollux the previous summer. We obtained a magnificent VIew of
the Dawson range, the highest peaks in the southern Selkirks, as
well as the first bastions of the remote Battle range.
We dropped below the pass, climbed to Lily col, and by 9 o'clock
were traversing steep snow slopes immediately beneath Swanzy's
north ridge. After kicking steps for about an hour, we reached
the lower part of the ridge, where the main part of the climb was
to begin. We were at about 8000 feet elevation, with 1,600 feet
to scale.
After climbing about 600 feet over easy rock, we stoppel short
before a sudden break in the ridge, a precipice rising fully 200 feet.
To climb it directly or from the east was impossible; on the west
we were confronted by a series of couloirs, choked with dangerously
loose stones. For two hours, one after another of us tried to lead
the way over this barrier, each time without success. At last Betty
proposed a vertical chimney, 80 feet high. The rocks within it
were exceedingly loose. As we climbed, we stared uncertainly at
one huge boulder, weighing fully 20 tons, which wa~s balanced
precariously on a thin slab immediately above our heads. A re-
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lieved look crossed each person's face as he emerged on the ridge
above.
The next probl~m was to traverse and ascend a series of steep,
sla~s on the e~st sIde of the mountain, slightly below the ridge,
whIch had agam become unclimbable. This time we were on solid
rock, broken by narrow vertical and horizontal cracks. Even the
extreme exposure-we could look straight down on the Lily glacier
1,5?O feet below-could not shake our confidence. Good belaying
pomts were everywhere present. A short while later we were
again on the ridge, proceeding relentlessly up steep snow or rock,
towards the final pinnacle.
Just below the top we stopped in dismay. Until now we had
thought victory was ours. Now, as we viewed the summit cairn
barely fifty feet above, we began to doubt it. An enormous vertical
?oulder overhung on the three sides from which we could approach
It and blocked the way. The top of this boulder represented the
summit of the mountain. '
.
After careful inspection, someone espied a narrow, evil crack
running perpendicularly up the east side of this obstacle. With
luck, it might be possible to j am a foot and squirm up, making
every use of hands, feet, knees and shoulders. We did not feel at
all optimistic as Maynard started up the crack. And yet, hardly
had he begun when he disappeared over the top. Appearances are
deceptive in the mountains: the crack, though difficult, was much
easier than anticipated.
It was late. Already the sun was declining in the west. We
stopped only for a much needed rest, then started glissading down
the usual 'foute.
Alas, when we reached the ice-fall on the Sapphire glacier it
w~s al:eady dark. It would not be safe for a weary party to try to
wmd ItS way over the steep slopes and around large crevasses in
the night. We trudged slowly back to Sapphire col, where we
spent the night under the stars. By ten o'clock next morning we
were sleeping peacefully in our tents at Glacier.
The trip could have been made in less time. \Ve were hampered
by two things: the route was unfamiliar to us, and none of us had
yet. made a major climb that year. Conceivably, if the ascent is
repeated, it could be done in fifteen hours instead of thirty-two,
and without much hurry. Norman Brewster considers the north
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THE SWANZY AREA
Showing the route up the Asulkan Valle;, over the Lily Glacier, and over Swanzy's
north ridge.
Sketch map, W. L. Putnam

ridge of Swanzy a better climb than the northwest arete of Sir
Donald, and insists that it is not only more varied, but far more
difficult. I heartily recommend Swanzy's north ridge to any competent mountaineer. who wishes to climb in the vicinity of Glacier;
and for my personal peace of mind, I should like to ask him to
take the trouble to knock out that huge boulder in the rotten
chimney unless gravity has already forced it out. He will be doing
Swanzy a service by transforming its north ridge into a safe and
excellent climb.
Twelve days later we had back-packed to Glacier Circle, ten
miles south of our base, and were settled comfortably in the cabin
built there twenty-five years ago by the Canadian Pacific Railroad.
Betty and I were now accompanied by Lee Sosman, Hal Sievers,
and Duke Watson, the latter a fellow-member of the American
Alpine Club. Miller's furlough had long since expired and Norman Brewster was tied down to his job at Glacier.
On August 19, leaving Hal in charge of the cabin, Betty, Duke,
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Sos and I set off to realize a cherished dream of mine: the traverse
of the Dawson Range from Glacier Circle to the tongue of the
Bishop's glacier, via the east ridge of Selwyn aDd Donkin pass.
For two days we had been stormed in at Glacier Circle by the
first bad weather in six weeks. As we set out in the dawn, the
clouds still boiled around the summits of the peaks. Not until
four o'clock that afternoon, eleven hours later, did we know that
good weather was on its way.
We quickly crossed the lower Deville glacier and ascended the
steep cliffs on its east side, in order to avoid the ice-fall. Then we
crossed back over two inches of fresh powder to the base of Selwyn.
The rocks were covered with fresh snow, which impeded our
progress. By 11 o'clock we had reached the point where, in a fierce
June snowstorm three years previously, Miller, Fitzpatrick and I
had reluctantly turned back. Only two. days· before, we had
reached this same spot, again to be forced down, this time by a
gale of wind.
It was nei ther blowing nor snowing on the present occasion;
only fog. Betty and I scrambled ahead, occasionally belaying each
other for safety. Duke ·and Sos followed at a distance on the second
rope. At 1 :00 the sun broke through for a moment and the curtains parted below: 5000 feet down was the greenery 'of Glacier
Circle. A moment later we emerged on the summit of Selwyn,
11,023 feet.
A short lunch and a general consultation followed. We voted
unanimously to push on to the next crest, Hasler Peak. Secretly
I already hoped to persuade my companions to push on to Donkin
pass. I argued with them, minimizing the difficulties ahead.
We dropped a couple of hundred feet, traversed a snow-saddle,
and drew up short before an impassable bergschrund, a hundredodd feet beneath Hasler peak. The schrund appeared· to vanish
over the precipitous south face of the mountain. Stoutly belayed
by Duke and Sos, I climbed into it, walked along a narrow ledge,
and sneaked out through a gap onto a 60° ice slope. A good
belaying spot could be seen among firm rocks fifty feet across this
slope.. I felt sure that a little scrambling over these rocks led
directly through the mist to the summit. A few moments later,
with a little axe work, I sat on the far side, belaying the others
across. By 3 :30 we stood on top of Hasler Peak,> 11,123 feet.
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We now faced the decision whether to go on or turn back. The
weather looked none too propitious: it had started to snow. Nevertheless, when it was suggested that we would spend as long returning as we would crossing to Donkin Pass, everyone decided to
continue. We traversed a narrow knife-edge snow ridge which
divided Hasler and Feuz peaks. Blue sky appeared. The weather
wC\s decidedly improving.
As we crossed the wide summit of Feuz, we literally raced the
sun westward. We stopped only long enough to unrope, in order
to move faster ovef'the broad ridge into the next gap. By seven we
were on top of Michel, and thought we would reach Donkin
Pass before dark. We were mistaken.
The moon rose. The climbing became more difficult. Roped

SHOWING ROUTE OVER DAWSON RANGE FROM GLACIER CIRCLE
TO THE TONGUE OF BISHOP'S GLACIER
Sketch Map, W. L. P.l£tnam
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again, we made slow progress down the rocks. It was still a mile
to Donkin Pass. Somewhere, at about 9,500 feet, I reached a short
pitch too difficult to climb safely in the dark. As we didn't know
what lay beyond, and as we were all tired, we decided to bivouac
in a narrow hole between two large boulders, on an exposed part
of the ridge. We jammed in one on top of the other to keep
warm. Once in a while, someone rose and jumped up and down
to renew circulation. It was well below freezing, with a cold
breeze blowing around our bodies.
Next morning we pushed on to Donkin Pass, then hurried down
, the grass slopes on its south side to the tongue of the Bishop's
Glacier, where we consumed our last supplies in a large but un7
balanced breakfast. Slowly, we ascended the glacier, once more
crossed the Deville, and returned to Glacier Circle. Hal rushed
to us with open arms as we trudged up to the cabin.
Two days later, we ascended Fox's east ridge in six and a half
hours from the cabin, record time.
Selwyn, Feuz, Hasler and Michel had previously never, all been
traversed on a single excursion. All four are fine peaks" well worth
ascending, not particularly difficult, with just enough problems and
variations to make them interesting. Our main trouble centered
on the great distances involved: we traversed four miles on complicated ridges at an elevation of more than 9000 feet in about eight
hours, and there were several spots where it was necessary to proceed one at a time. Under better conditions, when the rocks are
free of snow, a party in good physical condition, like us, could
make the traverse from Glacier Circle to Donkin Pass and the
timbered area below the Bishop's glacier in twelve to fifteen hours.
I recommend this climb almost as highly as the north ridge of
Swanzy.
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Provincial Boarder Rockies in the Vicinity
of Jasper
CHARLES SHIVERICK

II

PON being discharged from the Army last Spring, I soon
began to think about a climbing trip for the coming summer.
I wrote to Bill Strong, a companion on a former expedition, and to
Hans Fuhrer, a Swiss guide well known in the Canadian Rockies.
They both considered the suggestion of summer climbing excellent;
so on the first of August, 1946, we met at Robson Station in British
Columbia.
After a single night at the Hargreaves' comfortable ranch, we
set out for the Phillips Cabin at the snout of the Robson Glacier.
The 14 mile trip led across the Frazer River and half around Robson from the South to the North. Although the terrain is rough,
Mr. Hargreaves maintains a good trail as far as his dude cabins at
Berg Lake. During the ride, the massive walls of Robson with
its flat-lying strata, outlined' by new snow, dominated the scene at
every turn. On reaching Phillips Cabin late in the afternoon, we
unpacked, turned our horses loose, and made camp in preparation
for a trip to Mount Mumm on the following day.
The lower part of Mumm is composed of scree, but near the
top of the south face there is a long snow field leading up to a
wall which provides steep climbing on very rotten rock. We made
our ascent over the cliffs on the middle south side and descended '
through an ice-filled chimney to the west. Though it is not a
difficult climb, Mumm is well worth the time spent on an ascent,
for it not only offers a magnificent view of the Robson-Whitehorn
region, but it is also an excellent conditioner.
Besides Mumm, we made two other climbs during our stay in
the'vicinity of Robson. The first was of Mount Resplendent, an
11,200 foot peak east of Robson, and the second was an unsuccessful
attempt of Mount Lynx. On Resplendent, we followed the Robson
Glacier to its head and then made our way along a snow ridge to
the heavily corniced summit. The most interesting features of

U
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THE RAMP ARTS FROM TONQUIN VALLEY
Showing left to right: Paragon; Oubliette; Dungeon; Bastion
Photo, C. Shiverick

this 'climb were the crossing of several wide 'crevasses on the glacier
and the traverse of a steep ice face near t,he top. Between the day
we spent on Resplendent and our attempt on Lynx, we were
blessed with a severe storm which left much new snow in its wake;
thus our ascent of Lynx was thwarted four hundred feet below the
summit by verglas on the rocks of the east ridge and avalanche
conditions on the adjacent face.
, On the 11th of August, we left Robson Park for Jasper and the
next day we climbed the east ridge of Mount Edith Cavell. At
the start from Cavell Tea Room the weather was perfect, but on
the flat summit a sudden thunder storm gave us a scare by literally
raising the hair on our heads and by making our ice-axes buzz
weirdly. It was my first experience with lightning on a mountaintop and I hope I shall avoid any others. Descent from Cavell was
m.ade on the south-west side in a blinding sleet storm.
Following this venture, we spent a week at the A.C.C. cabin on
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Penstock Creek. Unfortunately this cabin is built on glacial moraine not far from the snout of Para Glacier; thus its stone construction has slipped rather badly. Nevertheless, armed with abundant good humor and foul weather, we managed to make
two climbs. We ascended McDonell Peak the day after the blizzard had stopped, and then, allowing another day for loose snow
to settle, we climbed Paragon via Para Pass and thence over a
series of cliffs and slabs to the summit. I have not been able to
find a record of a previous ascent by this particular route, although
it seems to me the most practical from the Penstock Creek Cabin
and does offer fairly good rock climbing, especially near the top.
All in all, in spite of a number of poor days and heavy storms,
we had a superb trip, and although we made no spectacular ascents,
we learned much about the Rockies and conditions to be met there.
The success of our venture was in no small part due to the skill
and amiability of our guide, Hans Fuhrer.
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The First Post-\Var Ascent of
Mount Rainier
MA YN ARD

M.

MILLER

O

N Memorial Day, 1946, Dee Molenaar, his brother Cornelius
.
Molenaar, and I found ourselves in our old stamping ground at
Paradise Valley on the south flank of Mt. Rainier where we had
met in 1941 as summit guides for the National Park Company. This
time we wanted to climb our mountain for old time's sake and as
a conditioning ascent before sailing north a few days later on the
SL Elias expedition. Our plan had been to make some preliminary
tests on scientific instruments and equipment to be used in Alaska,
and for that reason permission had been obtained to remain on the
summit overnighL Thoroughly equipped with sleeping bags, a
test stove, extra rations, etc., we spent the first night at 10,000 foot
Camp Muir in a bad snow storm and biting wind.
In the morning the overhead' had cleared so we pushed on up
toward cloudless skies through Cadaver Gap and onto the upper
Ingraham Glacier where much zigzagging was necessary to get
through the series of seracs and lengthy bergschrunds at the altitude of the crest of Gibraltar Rock. A long day brought us to the
wind swept ice slopes near the crater rim and about the time we
had gained a few mihutes rest, a severe storm hit the 14,000 foot level
compelling us to take refuge in one of the crater ice caves melted
out by slowly emitting volcanic steam. This storm lashed the summit all night long and even gained in ferocity in the morning. Two
attempts were made to get out of the crater and descend to a lower
level, out of reach of the wind which at well over 100 miles an hour
kept driving us back to the cave. Unable to lean against some of
the gusts we thought of waiting for the blow to lessen, but after a
couple more hours in sleeping bags soaked inside, and sheathed in
ice without, we found it imperative to force our way down to Camp
Muir late that afternoon after having experienced conditions infinitely worse than those encountered on any of our combined 19
previous ascents of the mountain and worse than any of the wind
conditions later encountered in the SL Elias Range.
It had been a healthy conditioning climb!
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Grossglockhner Glacier School, 1945
WELDON

A.

CHASE

85th was stationed around Udine, Italy, in July, 1945. The
situation was rather quiet with the exception of Marshall Tito
across the border. What to do with a regiment of inactive troops
kept many a Recreation Officer and CO busy at this time. Motorized patrols through the country and bas~ball games, bridge' blocks
and drill took up most of the time of the units. But it isn;t the
policy of the army to just let a man relax. They say that it breeds
discontent. T rips to Rome and Venice were started and truck rides
through northern Italy and southern Austria were made. Along
about here the idea of a glacier school on the Franz Joseph glacier
in Austria was brought up.
A couple of weeks were spent running around gathering up
equipment, finding instructors, officers, and preparing for mess
personnel and chow. Then the first outfit of kitchen help, about
35 instructors and three officers was ready to take a ride to Heiligenblut in Cornthia province. That outfit looked as much like mountain troops as any unit possibly could. Trucks and trailers were
loaded with skies, crampons, nailed boots, ice axes, and ropes, and
topped with personnel all looking forward to an interesting stay
at the base of Mt. Grossglockhner.
After a few hundred dusty miles of narrow country lanes, rough
highways and some of the most beautiful and impressive mountain
and country scenery that the continent has to ofter, we were in
Heilingenblut, a small resort town, famous for its shrine of ancient
standing and the start of the Grossglockhner road, considered to
be a wonder of modern engineering. The elements came forth in
good fashion to welcome us. It was snowing when we arrived at
the Pasterzenhaus (2155 m.) where it had been arranged that we
would stay. There was a group of buildings in which the large
group of G.I.'s would be housed while they were attending the
school. It was decided to take about two hundred men from various
units, and they would work out for two weeks and then another
group would be brought up.

T
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The first convoy arrived in four days, and the next few days
were spent initiating chow schedules, arranging sleeping quarters,
issuing equipment and true-to-form lectures. Lectures were given
on the use of the new equipment, with such tid-bits as: ice axes
arenot for felling trees; take off your nailed boots and crampons
before getting into your sleeping bag; no pole vaulting with the
probing staff-and, Oh yes! The function and nomenclature of
an active glacier. Fooling aside, most of the fellows had never
seen a glacier before, and had never used the special equipment
required. There was plenty to be said about all of it and more to
be learned and practiced by everyone.
Instruction started before we ever got on ice, with the fitting
of boots and crampons; learning the use of ropes and knots.
The first really interesting phase came on the third day, when
we started practicing walking with crampons on snow fields about
the area, and teaching confidence in the support of a dozen prong~
in the snow. After climbing, the fun of glissading to the bottom
of the field was intensified. This is probably the nearest thing to
actual skiing there is. It is a very fast and efficient method of getting
down; snow conditions permitting.
During the next couple of days a good deal of time was spent
on the snow fields as the pitch of the slopes and snow conditions
presented more favorable areas for teaching such phases as belaying,
arresting, self-arresting in case of falling, party climbing, a coveted
three stroke cutting practice, and the always necessary rope handling
techniques. It wasn't long, however, before everyone was ready to
work out on the ice. The first hours were patiently spent practicing
with the crampons, and, tied in parties of three or four, using the
ice axes and staff as probing or sounding sticks.
Interest grew as more and more of the details were covered and
practiced and more areas of the glacier were available for work.
The end of the ice fell away quickly and sharply into a. river deep
in the rocks. The weight of the falling and rec,eding ice created
huge crevasses and irregularities for hundreds of feet back on the
surface. This' area was particularly well suited for the instruction
and practice of step cutting, belaying, rappels, etc., previously
taught in the snow fields. Here one could see the marvelous deep
shades of blue and green, deep within the center of .the ice. Crevasses many feet deep, narrowing down to a dark line spanned by a
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questionable snow bridge. It was fun a~d interesting to rappel
down into the depths of these crevasses, refreshing to get out of the
glaring sun and into the cool blueness of the glacier's interior, where
the temperature would be as much as fifteen degrees cooler than
on the surface. The ice was not too active during the middle of
the day, relieving somewhat the danger involved in crevasse work.
Crevasses and irregular ice surfaces offered a large new field of
instruction. To the all-important axe and rope were now added
the ice piton and piton hammer. A new thrill can be added also
.when one first attempts a long ascent from a deep crevasse, hanging
mid-way on a flat, smooth ice surface by a rope and piton driven
into the face and looking downward to a narrowing, thinning darkness and upward to a glimpse of the sky through a fissure of the
glacier's surface. Like standing and looking up to the glass skylight of a chapel roof.
Now is the time when you attempt to recall all the instructor
said about the proper angle for pitons in ice, the tone, how many
to use, how to "tie-in" and all the things that seemed remot~ and
very easy a few days ago.
With the end of the time coming near, a few days were devoted
to first aid on ice, emergency measures and how to remove oneself
from a crevasse or ice wall, and finally, how to remove others,
able and disabled.
Also added to the curriculum was a study of: pack tramways,
tyrolian traverses, horseshoe anchors and hollow pitons.
Th9 climax was a climb to the summit of Mt. Grossglockhner
itself. This was on July 13-14, 1945. The ascent was well underway
by noon. The glacier was crossed from the Hofmannshiitte. The
chosen route layover bare rock for a small portion of the way up,
and, the rest of the way was entirely on snow and ice. It was necessary to exercise care in traversing snow fields to avoid huge hidden
crevasses, and to avoid wherever possible the routing of the whole
group beneath overhanging and precarious ice cliffs. The snow was
deep in the saddle and it was windy on the ridges, a poor choice
either way.
The hut just below the summit was reached before dark and
without undue hardships or accidents, aside from skinned shins
and spiked legs. There were still remains of the keen interest
and popularity of mountain climbing in this part of the world,
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within and without the hut, by the size and hard labor involved in
erecting such a building on this mountain top. Rations and blankets
and ,mattresses were still in reasonably good condition. Supper
prepared from 10-in-1 rations was distributed, and preparations for
spending the night were quickly accomplished in the now rapidly
cooling evening. As flashlights and candles were extinguished,
the mountain top settled down to a quiet serenity that can only
be felt by:the mountain climber upon reaching his summit after
a perfect day of climbing.
In the early morning light, two climbers could be seen slowly
making their way up the trail, broken the. day before. Speculation
ran high as to their mission. Every reason from V-J day to just a
couple of stragglers was discussed. Cheers rose from the first
party to meet them and then the Lieutenant gave us the information
on the situation and told us that trucks had arrived at the base to
take us all to Florence to join our outfits, then to Naples and home.
It was a happy, laughing bunch of G.I.'s that turned the trail
down into a. huge mile-long chute, looking like a church picnic at
the fun house. What had taken hours to climb was quickly descended on the seats. of our pants. Equipment was returned, camp
broken, packs made, and trucks loaded by 2 P.M.
Ah, what cooperation and interest! A few days later found us
in the flat lands again, in a park just outside of Florence, many
miles from the snow, ice, and mountain peaks of Austria. A brilliant, sharp and fitting memory for a bunch of 01' mountain troops
to take with them on their way home.
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Julian Alps 1945
WELDON

T

A.

CHASE

HE Julian Alps form a small part of that vast chain of mountqins which, in turn, form the northern boundary of Italy and
a par(of the frontiers of Austria, Switzerland, France and Germany.
The chain stretches for six hundred miles, covering an area of
some 85,000 square miles. The system is divided into three main
and four smaller groups, the Swiss, the Dolomites, and the Julian
Alps, and the Appenine, the Graian, Cottian, and the Maritime
Alps .. The Julian Alps, making the line between Austria and
Italy, once belonged to Austria, but in the Treaty of Versailles,
they were awarded to Italy; Since then and before this war, the
Alpine clubs of Italy have. done a great deal to stimulate the sport
of mountain climbing in this region. The area has been developed
much as have our own mountain regions. Trails have been laid
with care, and even after years of this war, there were still signs
of good marking, bridges, and trail building.
In the ICl-tterpart of June 1945, there were a few of us who were
interested in making trips into this area ane], who were findinoit very enjoyable relaxation. Most of our activity was in the regio~
of Jof Fuart above Udine. The Centro Alpinistico Italiano, similar
to the AMC in this country, had built a hut or shelter at th·e base
of Jof Fuart, Refugio Gilberti, a sizeable building of four rooms,
the two upstairs being bunk rooms. The architecture was of typical
Tyrolian design. The roof was held on against the wind by heavy
cables running from four corners. A huge stove was included,
and water from the melting ice fields higher on the mountain made
the setup complete.
The mountains are composed of limestone and dolomite, hence
are hard and durable. Our only reason for care was the constant
danger of snow avalanches.
From the base camp of Gilberti, it was a good all morning's
climb to the summits around about this three sided bowl. All
kinds of interesting climbing were offered from snow fields to
chimneys.
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Perhaps among the most interesting features of the area were
the remains and reminders of the first World War. The final
sieges of the· last war had been held out in these very mountains,
and the mountain sides gave adequate evidence of it on all sides.
A strange and eerie atmosphere was lent by the old caves, dug deep
into the rock for protection, and the old and tumbling shacks of
lookouts and sentries, the artillery positions with their commanding
fields of fire and observation. We found old shells, iron stoves in
the huts, long since fallen in, and the trails still impassable for the
rusted and tangled barbed wire. By carefully searching, one could
find pieces of exploded artillery and mortar shells. The ironical

DOWN THE SINK Ho.LE NEAR REFUGIO. Co.RSI
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touch to all this was the silver decorations on all the shacks and
rocks, the vast amount of tin foil dropped by airplanes of this war
to jam the radio and radar equipment of our generation of enemies
still fighting in these same mountains. Yes, there were signs of
this war too besides the uniforms we were wearing and the equipment being used.
At the start of the trail up to the hut was a large fenced in area
that had served as a P.W. cage to hold some of our own men on
their way back to Austria after being captured or shot down in this
once enemy territory. The sides of the road on corners were sure
to have gun positions dug into the rock and connecting trenches
all carefully camouflaged and protected by huge iron doors. Whole
hills were hollow and housed supply points and· command posts.
GIs were now living in these fortifications that were designed and
built to resist them from these very trails and roads. Here side by
side were the remains of the two great modern wars; and not too
many miles from here, Marshall Tito still maintained border
patrols on this frontier in the Alps. Despite all this, the area was
still fascinating to the mountain climber or hiker.
After a search through the streets of U dine, we at last found
the office of the Central Alpine Club for this section. We made
ourselves known with our limited command of Italian and stated
our business which was to secure what information we could about
the area around Jof Fuart. The library of the club was extensive,
but the maps and books were for the most part in Italian. There
were,however, a few outdated copies of Appalachia. We did find
out that there were more huts in that area and that also there was
a small receding glacier on Mte. C2tnin on the other side of the pass
from Jof Fuart. The office was most obliging and very interesting
to talk to and also very much interested in talking to us about the
area up there as well as the mountain regions in this country.
The next trip found us on our way to the hut at the half way
point of Mte. Canin. We found that the hut had been burned out
by Partisans, who located German troops using it, leaving only a
stone frame. This part of the mountain was well spotted with many
snow fields and the Canin Glacier. The hut had 'been placed on a
high point of land in a huge, rolling alpine meadow, a good part
of which was already green, and the rest covered and scarred by the
remains left by the melting and receding ice fields.
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JOF FUART
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The following day we started a climb of the ice fields running
upward to the rock and ledge face forming the main buttress of the
mountain. The ice of the glacier was for the most part covered with
snow and rocks tumbled from the mountain. The surface was
also cut by m~ny streams which made climbing difficult and the
handling of ropes a problem. Fog encircled the upper portions of
the slopes, and it became very cold. By noon a freezing rain had
settled in and made rock work impossible. The trip down over
the ice was faster by far, but the glissading and sliding still did not
make up for the disappointment of not reaching the summit. The
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hike back to the hut was a solemn and quiet procession of wet and
cold climbers.
We broke camp late in the afternoon and made trails for the
highway and our trucks. Back to another week of army life in the
occupation of Italy.

Scrambles Among the Andes
H.

ADAMS CARTER

W

LAVA TRACK ON THE VOLCAN' LLAIMA
Photo, H. A. Carter
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HEN my wife and I arrived in Chile a year ago in early
February, during the Chilean midsummer, the snowy peaks
beckoned. I had the time; classes at the University were not to
start for another month or so. The skies were cloudless. Our
trunks with the climbing equipment were in Valparaiso. Within
a few days, we thought, we could start for the mountains. Butwe
had not counted on bad luck with the customs official~.,>,.OU12
climbing equipment emerged from the custody of officialdqrti" only
after the school year had begun. Anything big was automatically
out.
Of the many weekends spent high in the Cordillera, I shall
briefly describe one. Early in March, the fall was approaching, but
the weather continued cloudless. An hour and a half's drive brought
us at about 7,000 feet to Farellones, Santiago's closest ski resort
during the winter. There we found our pack train assembled,
previously arranged. by Juan G'uillermo Buchanan. Combining a
knowledge and love of Chile with perfect English and an absolute
understanding of the Anglo-Saxon temperament, he proved a
perfect companion.
Loads lashed, we heaaed across the high upland toward the
Plomo, 17,810 feet high, each of us mounted on a mountain pony
or mule. After crossing an arid ridge, we would drop into a green
valley where springs watered the otherwise brown soil. Sometimes
we saw huasos (Chilean cowboys) dressed in colorful, short ponchos, with jingling spurs, and mounted on strong, nimble-feoted
horses, rounding up the cattle to drive them to lower ground for
the winter. While climbing the next ridge, we could see the expanse of snow-covered peaks high above.
Late in the day, we spied ahead of us, a tiny lake at the foot of the
Plomo itself. A sheltering rock made it a natural camp-site. As
we got closer, we found that we were not the first, as a camp fire
fed with dried cow dung and moss was' still smouldering. J ohnie
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GLACIER ON EL PLOMO
Photo, H. A. Carter

EL PLOMO
Photo, H. A. Carter

told us that we might be on the heels of smugglers, tough customers
if we met them. To check on this I questioned Hurtado, our
muleteer, on the pass into The Argentine. "The best one, patron,"
he said. "You find no customs house; you need no papers; you
pay no duty." Thus I gained insight into Hurtado's true profession.
As darkness fell, his hard face was lighted by the glowing embers, over which he roasted us a side of beef. J ohnie winked at 'us
as he asked whether he had ever seen Lola, the evil spirit of the
Cordillera. "No, patron," he said seriously in his broad Chilean
accent, "no, but I have seen Lucifer three times." His encounters
with the devil, it seems, followed closely on some Saturday night
bouts with wine bottles. Unfortunately space prevents a blow by
blow description of the meetings and escapes.
The next morning we took our animals high into the moraine,
and continued up the glacier on foot. .We wandered through the
nieves penitentes, but witHout nailed boots, ice axes and rope, were
prevented from attempting the summit cone.
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Many and varied weekends passed. Through the wonderful
hospitality and ,aid of our numerous excellent Chilean friends, we
saw many parts of the Cordillera, though we were prevented from
going, high by the approaching winter storms. Finally in midwinter, in late July, I quit my teaching and headed with my wife
towards the volcanoes of the South, for two weeks of skiing in
the justly famous lake district. Our first stop was on the Volean
Villarrica.· The smoking cone rises abruptly above the beautiful
forests and huge Lake Villarrica. Treated like kings, we lived in
luxury at the excellent ski hut of the Club Andino de Coutin, sharina
the honeymoon
of some delightfully amusing Chilean newlyb
.
.
weds. We could climb for five or six hours and then choose any
one of a dozen different descents of all varying degrees of diffi.
culty. It was a skiers' paradise.
At the end of ten days, we shifted our scene of action to the
V olean ~Llaima, a slightly more active volcano which had unfortunately put on a show the day b~fore we arrived in the region.
The eruption itself had been spectacuIa.r, but even more so was the
cloud of steam which had risen thousands of feet into the air when
lava spilled over the side of the crater towards the ski hut. We had
already seen a faint black line running straight down from Villarrica, forty miles away. As we climbed up in the evening through
the weirdly beautiful arancarian pines towards the ski hut, we
could see it more clearly in the brilliant, full-moonlight which lit
the whole region. I was surprised the next morning when we
climbed high onto the volcano's cone to see what an enormous,
winding track the lava had melted in just a few seconds. Down
the side of the cone we found a trough fifty feet deep and probably twenty-five feet wide, seered out of the glacial ice.
Many may turn up their noses at such mountaineering, but for
them the Cordillera offers the most difficult climbing as well. Let
me recommend Chile to anyone, neophite or expert. It is a joy
to climb and live among some of the most hospitable, friendly people
in the world in some of the finest mountain scenery that exists, from
the arid north to the tpwering giants in the central portion and to
the snowy volcanoes rising above the forests and lakes of the
south.
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and was on the Musk Ox Expedition across Arctic Canada in the
winter of 1946.

Notes on Other Climbs and Expeditions

Andy Kauffman ascended Mt. Baker in the state of Washington,
during the latter part of 1946.

S

Bill Latady and Bob Dodson are now with the Ronne Antarctic
Research Expedition. Lataday is serving as aerial photographer
while Dodson is a geographer, assistant geologist and Quartermaster
Corps observer. They intend to spend fourteen months in Palmerland.

INCE the last Journal was published in 1945, members of the
H.M.C. have been climbing in all parts of the world.
'

Brad Washburn is now back on his old stamping ground, Mt.
McKinley.
Bill Putnam and Jim Goodwin served with the 10th Mountain
Division during the war and climbed in the Julian Alps while
overseas.
Caleb Brokaw, during a tour of duty in southern France in
1945, got to know a number of members of the French Alpine
Club, and as a result discovered a realm of excellent cliff climbs
along that coast, particularly, near Marseille. These cliffs, although
mostly limestone and metamorphics, offered practice akin to that
gained in the New England quarries. Later, he made several minor
ascents in the Chamonix Aiguilles and even some rock climbing
while in the British Isles in the north of Wales.
Roger Clapp, Bill Latady, and Bruce Cork climbed with the
Alpine Club of Canada at their camp in the Eremite Valley in
July 1945. The ascent of Mt. Sir Donald in the Selkirks was also
made.
Maynard Miller did some climbing in the southern Sierras and
in the northern Cascades in the state of Washington, at various
times during 1945 and 1946.
Bob Bates and Ad Carter served with the Quartermaster Corps
during the war, and were associated with the Musk Ox Expedition
in 19~6.
Henry Hall and John Brett climbed with the Alpine Club
of Canada in the Bugaboos in 1946, and Hall later returned to his
favorite Coast Range, where he made the first ascent of Mt.
Reliance (10,500 ft.).
Bill House spent considerable time in Greenland during 1945,
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Graham Mathews did some climbing during the war near
Teheran, Persia in the Elburz Range. During the winter of 1945,
he took several short trips, and during the last part of July, he
climbed Mt. Demavend (18,600 Ft.). He also did some climbing
in central Persia.
Willis Weatherford did some climbing in North Africa during
1944, and in Italy and in the Alps in 1945-46.
Bob Hopewell did some climbing and camping in the area of
Nanga Parbat in the Himalayas during the war.
Henry Hall was recently elected an Honorary member of the
American Alpine Club.
Brad Gilman and Walter Wood were recently elected Secretary
and President respectively of the American Alpine Club.

Club News
APIDLY recovering from the effects of the war, the Harvard
Mountaineering Club has become increasingly active, and undergraduate me11}bership has risen from a mere handfull to over
fifty. In addition to extensive revision and revamping of the administrative set-up, climbing activities have greatly increased.
Many trips have been made to the Rattlesnake, Railroad and
other local quarries, where as in the past, many new men received
their first instruction in rock technique. Trips to Joe! English
were very successful, and were probably enjoyed more than any
other of the rock climbs. Three attempts were made to climb
Cannon Mt. via the Whitney-Gilman and the Old Route during
the fall of 1946, but bad weather thwarted each attempt.
The winter trips to Mt. Washington were all quite successful, as
days when the weather was unsuitable for climbing could be used
for skiing. During the week between terms, in late January 1947,
every gully in Huntington Ravine except Pinnacle Gully was
climbed by the H.M.C. Thirty-one people toiled up the fire trail to
spend their vacation at the Cabin and in the tents that were used
to house the overflow from the cabin. Ranging further afield,
Bob McCarter ran a most successful ice and snow-climbing and
skiing trip to Mt. Katahdin during the spring vacation. This
area, previously little known by the H.M.C. provided a change
from the now standard trips to Spur Cabin.
The extensive new construction and repair work done at the
Cabin during October and November of 1946, certainly proved
their worth. The new construction consists of the "Annex." The
loft can sleep five comfortably or six uncomfortably. The "Vestibule," a lower part of the "Annex," with its stove makes a very
successful drying and storage room. Under the direction of Frank
MagoUli we ate like kings on all of the winter trips.
For the coming summer, several members are planning to
climb in Canada. Bill Putnam and others are planning to head .
for the Coast Range in British Columbia about the first of July,
while a few more hope to join the Alpine Club of Canada at their
camp in Glacier, British Columbia.

R
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BUILDING THE ANNEX, SPUR CABIN, 1946

SPUR CABIN, WINTER 1946-47
Photo, C. Robinson

lin lIrmnrtam
WILSON DAY, '44, (1921-1943)
While on a training flight over the Gulf of Mexico, on August
4, 1943, the plane in which Wilson was a passenger crashed into the
sea. Famous for his weird mechanical contrivances, Wilson was a
very popular member of the Harvard Mountaineering Club before
the war. He participated in the 1942 Selkirk Expedition. The great
hanging glacier on the west side of Mount St. Elias has been named
after him.
EDWARD Y. HARTSHORNE, '33, (1912-1946)
Dr. Hartshorne, Military Government Director of German Universities, was shot August 30, 1946 while driving to his new post in
Munich. His slayer, a German masquerading as a· U. S. soldier
was later killed by military police. When the U. S. entered the war;
Dr. Hartshorne took leave of his instructorship at the University and
served in a civilian capacity with both the O.S.S. and the O.W.I. in
Washington and in France. After V-E day he remained in
Europe to help supervise the "strategy of rebirth" of the German
universities in the American Zone. During the summer, Dr. Hartshorne worked on the preparation for the reopening of Heidelberg,
Marburg and Erlangen Universities and was about to take up his
duties as Military Government Director of German Universities
III Munich at the time of his death.
PH·INEAS McCRAY HENRY JR., '36, (1914-1944)
Phineas Henry was kille'd in action on July 30, 1944 while
leading his rifle company in the hedgerow fighting in Normandy.
After graduating from Harvard Law School in 1939, Henry
practiced law with his father in Des Moines, Iowa until his enlistment in March 1941. Commissioned a second lieutenant in the
infantry in May 1942, he served at Camp McCain, Miss. and in
maneuvers in Tennessee until sent overseas in the spring of 1944.
Having risen to the rank of Captain, Henry was assigned to command Company F, 12th Infantry, 4th Infantry Division. Captain
Henry was awarded the Bronze Star for heroism and received the
Silver Star posthumously for gallantry in action.
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HOWARD PALMER, (1883-1944)
Howard Palmer, Yale '08, Harvard LL.B. '12, Honorary Member of the Harvard Mountaineering Club, and former President
of the' American Alpine Club, died on October 24, 1944. He was
perhaps best known for his remarkable series of exploratory
climbing expeditions in the Selkirk Range of western Canada in
the years!908-1912, culminating in the conquest of Mt. Sir Sandford, highest peak of the range, in 1912. His book, M ountaineerin g
and Exploration in the Selkirks} is one of the classics of mountaineering literature.
WALTER SHERMAN GIFFORD JR. '39, (1917-1944)
While serving as a Lieutenant in the Division of Naval Communications, Gifford was killed on July 31, 1944 in a plane crash at
Funafuti Atol. He was a member of the American Alpine Club, and
a very prominent member of the Harvard Mountaineering Club
during his college days. A member of the class of 1939, he graduated
Cum Laude. Walter climbed in the Tetons in 1939, and was a
member of the Chugach Expedition in 1938.
GEORGE BROWNING WILBUR II, '44, (1922-1945)
On Feb.IO, 1945, the B-29 in which George was the central control
gunner was reported missing during a raid over Ota, north of
Tokyo. During his collegiate days, George was a very active
member of the Harvard Mountaineering Club, and one of our best
rock-climbers. He was a member of the Selkirk Expedition in
1942. In his honor we have named the great south ridge of Mount
St .. Elias, up which the members of the Iiarvard Mountaineering
Club climbed last summer.
FREDERICK R. WULSIN, JR., '46, (1924-1946)
While in Mexico City on his wedding journey, Wulsin died
of poliomeyelitis on June 8, 1946. As a member of the Club,
Fred is remembered for his good spirit and hard work. During
the war, he served with the Eighty-seventh Mountain Infantry at
Camp Hale until his discharge for reasons of health in 1944. Fred
was an Active member of the Club, and climbed considerably in
the Tetons. He was graduated Magna Cum Laude in February,
1946.
.
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LIFE MEMBERS

MOllntain
MountainIneffable immensity!
Mysterious with gorge and glacier,
Relentless with wall and ridge,
Confounding with thundersBreak your narrow bondageBe joyous and free with sky,
Impassioned with sunshine;
Release your secrets of ice,
And reveal the deceptions
Of cavern and crevasse.
Be gentle, Mountain,
F or the small echoes of feet.
Queena Davison Miller
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